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When I ran Network Computing’s lab at Syracuse University, the net-
work and servers were critical production systems that had to be kept
running.If something broke,we had to fix it or get tech support to fix it.
This was a product testing lab with a highly dynamic environment,and
we were often our own worst enemy in terms of system stability.

We did what we could to keep things efficient, like making server
images and restoring them after testing. But no matter what we did,
20% of our time was spent on installs and another 10% to 20% on
maintenance.I considered adding more automation,but that seemed
likely to just shift the management burden from hardware to software.

One of my goals was to never open a rack. Every time someone
opened a door,the chance of knocking something loose loomed,and
more important, cabling runs become a mess of orphaned cables,
mocking us whenever we strung new cable.You know what I mean.

The utility computing systems that Randy George talks about in “Next-
Generation Data Center:Delivered”(see p.12) and the LiquidIQ system
Joe Hernick tests in “A True Data Center In A Box”(see p.34) would have
been just the ticket.A fully racked and cabled system where I could dy-
namically provision servers, networking, and I/O with a multiterabyte
SAN would have significantly reduced test-bed setup time.Sure,we cut
provisioning time from days to hours with server imaging software and
a flat,consistent network platform,but too often we had to spend time
in our noisy,cold data center,running cables and accessing consoles.

To make a system like Liquid’s work, you need orchestration soft-
ware that automates all of the fiddly tasks to provision a new server.
It includes multiple integrated systems that provide server manage-
ment, application deployment, runbook automation, configuration

Don’t Swap One Management
Problem For Another

Utility computing
systems are cool,

but before
committing to one,

make sure you
know what you’re

getting into

P R E A M B L E

Mike Fratto
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management, and network and storage management. Orchestra-
tion systems use templates that administrators select and customize.
Press the “go”button, and within minutes your servers are deployed,
booted, and waiting for you to log in.That works great in a homoge-
neous environment, but few data centers are homogeneous so typ-
ically some part of the orchestration ends up being manual.

Given that reality, my fear is that orchestration systems simply shift
the management burden from servers to the orchestration software.
Take the case of enterprise network management systems. They’re
expensive and need a small army of experienced administrators to
integrate the components and maintain the fragile system. Orches-
tration systems could suffer similarly.When working properly, they’re
great.When they crumble, they could cost you as much downtime as
any hardware failure. An orchestration software failure could cas-
cade through all of the integrated management subsystems and
possibly corrupt the configuration management data.

We had to rebuild our server inventory more than once because of
corruption. At the very least, a failure can leave you in a state where
you can’t or don’t want to make changes outside the orchestration
system. Making such changes can make recovery more difficult.

If you must make changes, then have a back-out plan in case
something goes wrong. It’s all about defining and adhering to
change management. Utility computing is useful and cool, but be-
fore committing to a system, I’d have a real heart to heart with the
software vendor about potential failures and recovery steps, and I’d
want demos of both. And be sure to talk to peers from companies
using the product in production to get their take.

Mike Fratto is editor of Network Computing.Write to him at mfratto@techweb.com.
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Once Hewlett-Packard acquires 3Com, in a $2.7 billion deal expected to
close by Q2 2010, the company will have a packed portfolio that sets the
stage for a heavyweight brawl with Cisco in the enterprise data center.

While Cisco has a sweeping vision in its Data Center 3.0, with the 3Com
acquisition,HP becomes a significant threat by being able to do it all, from
servers and networking to storage and management and security, via
3Com’s TippingPoint division. As with any such assimilation, the devil is in
the management. IT groups will want seamless integration of the dis-
parate parts. And, both HP and Cisco will need to watch out for Juniper,
which is inking deals with Dell and IBM. —Mike Brandenburg

networkcomputing.com8 November 2009

{31%}
OF IT PROS SAY their organizations use just enough encryption to

comply with regulations.Heartland Payment Systems was PCI com-

pliant when it was breached,and yet it had to pay nearly $32 million

in fines.Now Heartland’s CEO Bob Carr wants end-to-end encryption

beyond what PCI requires.

Data: InformationWeek Analytics

HP, Cisco
Trade
Punches

Data Center Strategy
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Juniper’s staked out its position in the data center switch market with a
recent rollout of software, products, and partnerships.

Junos Space is new software that provides integration capabilities with
Junos operating system. Junos Pulse combines its SSL VPN, Universal Ac-
cess Client, and WAN optimization clients for better
deployment and management. And Juniper’s Trio
chipset offers a massive jump in router perform-
ance over its previous chipsets.

Partnerships, such as OEM deals with IBM and
Dell and a deal with Blade Network Technologies
to put the Junos OS on Blade’s blade chassis
switches, drive at the heart of rivals like Cisco and
Hewlett-Packard. Missing from Juniper’s plans is
storage networking. While companies deploying
converged Ethernet are few and far between, Ju-
niper’s lack of Fibre Channel over Ethernet could
hamper its momentum. —Mike Fratto

OF ORGANIZATIONS AREN’T USING CITRIX XEN SERVER, while

64% are using VMware extensively. But both VMware and Cit-

rix have cause to worry: 40% of IT administrators say they

have limited deployments of Microsoft’s up-start Hyper-V. Not

bad for a product that’s barely more than two years old.

Data: InformationWeek Analytics
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As the vice chairman of the IEEE 802.1 working group, Hewlett-
Packard ProCurve CTO Paul Congdon is working on the data center
bridging standard,which seeks to make Ethernet the single converged
fabric in the data center.He recently spoke with sister site Information-
Week.com editor in chief Alexander Wolfe about how the bridging
standard will help with data center management.

Network Computing: Why are we seeing tighter couplings be-
tween networking and server providers?

Congdon: It’s due to the convergence of data and storage over
Ethernet, but the network is clearly not as standardized as the

server component. Look at the storage piece. How well does a Brocade
switch talk to a Cisco switch? At the edges, they talk to initiators and
targets well, but switch to switch? The Fibre Channel world has never
been too great with its interoperability. There’s always been a fair
amount of lock-in with storage. Nothing changes with FCoE except the
physical layer.

Network Computing: Is there tension between vendors wanting to be

New York Attorney General Andrew

Cuomo filed a federal antitrust lawsuit

against Intel, saying the chip-

maker used “bribery and coer-

cion”to prevent computer

makers from using rival

products that threatened

the company’s market dominance.

In 2006, Intel paid Dell nearly $2 billion

in “rebates,”the suit says,more than its net

income that year.The lawsuit claims Intel

and Dell worked together to mar-

ket microprocessors

and servers at prices

below cost in order to deprive Intel rival

AMD of sales. —Antone Gonsalves

INTEL FACES N.Y. ANTITRUST SCRUTINY

A Higher Level Of Data Center Management
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FYIForty-four percent of Interop attendees plan to

increase spending on technology in 2010, signaling a

tech sector recovery,according to a pre-show survey.

It’s time to take a closer look at who’s

paired with whom among the wireless

LAN OEM and switching vendors. The

Enterprise Mobility group at Motorola

recently became the OEM WLAN for

Extreme Networks and has also dis-

placed Meru Networks to become Bro-

cade’s wireless partner. While these

wins are good for Motorola, they’re in-

evitably a concern for customers who

have invested in the prior technology.

The lesson for enterprise IT man-

agers is that OEM relationships come

and go—so think hard about who you

get your products from.

—Mike Brandenburg

WLAN VENDORS CHANGE PARTNERS

a sole solution and working together to develop interoperable standards?
Congdon: We’ve spent the last 20 years decomposing that mainframe

into a bunch of bits and parts, and now it’s a bunch of virtual parts. In the
process, we’ve given customers product choice. But the sprawl from that
decomposition has created a management challenge. So we’re trying
to collapse back this disaggregated system into something that cus-
tomers can manage at a higher level.

Network Computing: So is that what the Data Center Bridging group
is—a single, converged standards effort under the IEEE?

Congdon: That’s absolutely one of the motivations here. We recog-
nize there’s an ecosystem of vendors—hypervisors, NIC vendors, switch
vendors, management software, storage, and compute—needed. Our
position in the Edge Virtual Bridging group is that this distributed ar-
chitecture gives you the best of both worlds as compared to a unified-
computing-type system, which is very centralized and proprietary, re-
quiring traffic to traverse into the core.
Read the full interview at networkcomputing.com/congdon.
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With a bit more than a year to go in the decade, we can count on
one hand the number of true innovations that have transformed IT
through the aughts.We’re a skeptical lot, loath to accept new risk, partic-
ularly when it means substantially changing how we do our jobs.

Consider for a moment the upward trajectory of software as a service.
In the early part of the decade, no one had heard of Salesforce.com, and
few business technology organizations would consider buying software
under a subscription-based licensing model. Salesforce.com is now a
juggernaut, and IT shops have overwhelmingly accepted SaaS as a vi-
able way to license software. Even Microsoft is preparing to offer up Of-
fice in the cloud.

Then there’s virtualization, which as a technology is as old as the sec-
ond generation of IBM mainframes. Four decades later, it has trans-
formed the x86 architecture and how we deploy operating systems and
applications.

What makes for a transformative technology is a real solution to a
burning business problem. With SaaS, enterprise apps with 90% of the
functionality of their on-premises kin could be provisioned almost in-
stantaneously with little or no capital expenditure. With server virtual-
ization, IT was able to collapse the data center footprint, save power,
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Next-Gen Data Center,Delivered
Moore’s Law, server virtualization, and some fancy I/O processing

and management software are conspiring to deliver on the 
promise of blade server computing
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provide for fast, cost-effective disaster
recovery, and offer near-instant provi-
sioning of additional computing re-
sources as they’re needed.The benefits
and value of each technology were so
apparent, so transformational, that ac-
ceptance was just a matter of time.

Today, we are looking squarely at an-
other innovation that you will soon see
making its way to your data center.
You’ve probably heard the buzzwords
already—unified computing, utility
computing, agile computing, cloud
computing. Those words sound like a
marketing gimmick, but what they
really represent is the continued col-
lapse of the traditional data center well
beyond just server consolidation. The
unified computing platforms of today
promise to consolidate everything and anything possible into a single
chassis, and month by month, the vendors with the biggest R&D budg-
ets are succeeding at this task.

Data Center In A Box
Consider what it takes to deploy an application. A project manager

tasked with building the plumbing must sit down with server admin-
istrators, network engineers, and storage engineers for starters.That’s
bad news for the application, because senior-level admins tend to be
smart people with significant cross-functional expertise, and that
means they’re going to have a lot to say about your application, its
impact on the network, and the resources that are going to be re-
quired to make it work. Before you know it, you’re in negotiations that

networkcomputing.com14 November 2009
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Go slow,please. Your results will defi-

nitely vary compared with Tutor Perini’s

herculean accomplishment.While

James McGibney’s team did much of

the consolidation itself,you can safely

assume that Tutor Perini got some vel-

vet glove service from Cisco.Bringing a

unified computing platform into your

environment isn’t a whole lot different

from plopping a big ol’DEC VAX into

your data center back in the day.Of

course,a unified computing chassis isn’t

as big as a VAX,but it’s going to become

pretty important as you pile on lots of

critical network and application services

onto one chassis. You wouldn’t want to

shotgun implement a VAX,and you

don’t want to shotgun implement your

agile computing strategy either.

Tip1Take It Slow
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make passing healthcare reform look
simple.

One customer of a unified comput-
ing vendor relates that it was taking al-
most 18 months to simply provision the
servers needed to execute on projects
in their environment. While that’s an
outrageous example of operational
lethargy, as a framework for the provi-
sioning challenges IT faces today, it
drives home the point that there’s a se-
rious agility issue within the enterprise.

When you’re through planning, you can start running cables—lots
of them. You need storage connectivity redundancy, power redun-
dancy, and out-of-band management. Maybe you need a little more
than Gigabit Ethernet bandwidth, and you probably need to support
network connectivity to multiple upstream switches for IP failover. If

If learning curve theory holds,your

server,network,and storage teams are

going to need time to adjust to sharing a

common administrative interface.And

since learning curve theory never fails,

you should start to see and feel the op-

erational agility relatively quickly as you

implement.All IT disciplines will need to

change the way they plan,provision,and

deploy services around the new capabil-

ities of the unified computing platform.

Tip2
Delineate 
Operational
Responsibility

networkcomputing.com16 November 2009
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Dell PAN System Pricing
BLADE

PowerEdge M610 blade (includes a E5540 CPU)

2nd E5540 CPU

48-GB RAM per blade

2 X 73-GB HDD 

Interfaces for Virtual I/O
Total cost of 8 blades

$43,176 

$43,176 

$5,397

Included

Included

Included

Included

8

16

96

16

8

QUANTITY LIST PRICE EXTENDED LIST
(Quantity x List)

CHASSIS

Dell/Egenera Datacenter-In-A-Box

Redundant chassis power supplies

All management software, including HA 

Virtual I/O 

Total cost of chassis
Total price

$99,000  

$99,000

$142,176

$99,000

Included

Included  

Included 

1

Note: Advanced orchestration, provisioning, and system and I/O management software is included and comparable to that offered by
HP and IBM. System requires an external SAN that’s not reflected in the price.



you’re deploying 1U pizza box servers, that’s a lot of cables sticking
out of the back of your server. Add in KVM and multiply all of that by a
rack full of 1U servers, and you’ve got a wiring mess requiring a Ph.D. in
structured cabling to keep it all straight.

For the last several years, forward-thinking vendors like Cisco, Hewlett-
Packard, IBM, and Egen-
era have been spending
lots of R&D dollars trying
to figure out a way to
not only consolidate
servers, but to also con-
solidate the networking
and storage aspects of

Next >>

Data Center Automation: 10 Questions To Ask

IT automation promises to dramatically reduce costs and improve business
results. It also requires extensive investment and planning.Here are 10
important questions CIOs should ask when considering data center
automation in order to get maximum return.

Get this at: networkcomputing.com/dcautomation

DIG DEEPER

See all our reports at analytics.informationweek.com
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Cisco Unified Computing System Pricing
BLADE

B-200 M1 blade server

E5540 CPU

4-GB DIMM

73-GB HDD

Menlo Q

Total cost of 8 blades

$12,600 

$17,584 

$22,080 

$5,584 

$5,992 

$63,840 

$1,575 

$1,099 

$230 

$349 

$749 

8

16

96

16

8

QUANTITY LIST PRICE EXTENDED LIST
(Quantity x List)

CHASSIS

Chassis 6U

Power supply unit

Chassis management capability

10-GbE fabric extenders

Fibre Channel I/O

Total cost of chassis
REQUIRED SWITCHING INFRASTRUCTURE

Nexus 6100 Fabric Interconnect (8 ports, 2 PSU)

8-port FC GEM

Additional port license key

Total price

$3,199 

$1,996  

$3,998  

$9,193 

$15,497 

$1,699 

$5,916 

$23,112

$96,145

$3,199 

$499 

Included

$1,999 

Included 

$15,497

$1,699

$1,479 

1

4

2

1

1

4

Note: Cisco UCS Manager is included with each chassis purchase. Advanced orchestration and infrastructure management software
needs to be purchased from third party, such as CA or BMC. System requires an external SAN that’s not reflected in the price.
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delivering services to the business.
What has emerged will change the way
your data center looks in five to 10
years.

Imagine a blade chassis where you
only need two patch cables to your
distribution or core layer switch. Imag-
ine a world where you virtually slice up
the bandwidth available on those ca-
bles and make it appear to the operat-
ing system as a Fibre Channel inter-
face, an iSCSI interface, a GigE link, a
bonded GigE link, or even a 10 GigE
link. Imagine a world where your stor-
age administrator pre-provisions LUNs
all at once so that you can dynamically
access the storage later by referencing
the LUNs’ World Wide Por t Name
(WWPN). And image not having to trek
all the way to your collocation facility
to build the Layer 1 infrastructure
needed to add or change network and
storage services. Today’s “wire once”
unified computing platforms, a true
data center in a box, isn’t a pipe dream. It’s here today and it’s evolving
at breakneck speed.

If all that sounds good to you, it won’t mean a thing to your CFO, so
let’s talk about the things she cares about. Let’s start with power con-
sumption and data center floor space.Tudor Perini, a billion-dollar con-
struction company that recently became Cisco’s first big UCS customer,
collapsed its server footprint from 400 physical servers into 36 Cisco
server blades running on a four-UCS chassis, says James McGibney, Tu-

Getting unified computing gear racked

and stacked takes only a couple of

hours,but you’ve got a finite amount of

concurrent I/O you can push through

each unified chassis.With the current

generation of Cisco UCS,80 Gbit/sec is

the max.That’s not to say you can’t con-

figure more than that virtually,but past

80 Gbit,your quality-of-service policies

will dictate any bandwidth throttling

that has to happen.As a result,map out

your needs based on real-world per-

formance counters.For example,does

file server X actually need bonded Ether-

net NICs? If you’re averaging only 10%

utilization on the bonded NICs,you can

scratch a virtual interface from your mi-

gration plan.Do a similar exercise on the

storage side—what’s the average utiliza-

tion on your iSCSI and Fibre Channel

links? Can you size down,or where nec-

essary,can you turbo boost I/O to a high-

priority transactional application by allo-

cating a 4-Gbit virtual FC interface? 

Tip3
Evaluate 
Each Server’s 
I/O Needs

<< Previous

<< Previous
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dor Perini’s data center operations manager. At
the same time, McGibney and his team man-
aged to consolidate five physical data centers
across the U.S. into one, in 58 days—a remark-
able accomplishment, regardless of how much
“help”Cisco provided.

While McGibney wasn’t able to provide an
actual dollar amount saved—considering facil-
ity, power, administrative, and management
costs—he estimates the operational IT budget
savings at around 60%. It’s tough to measure
ROI when you don’t have exact capital side
numbers, but based on our best guess, you’re
looking at a return of your capital expenditure
in less than a year, assuming typical four-year
replacement cycles. That’s a payback period
that should get that CFO on board.

Strategy For Success
If space/power utilization and business

agility are a concern for you, then the question
isn’t if a unified computing solution is in your
future, but when. The question then becomes which vendor, manage-
ment solution, and migration strategy to employ to get there safely.

Given the big names in unified computing, it’s safe to say that if you
make an investment in Cisco, HP, IBM, or Dell, they’ll be around to service
your solution 10 years from now. So the answer to this multivariable
equation now depends on what your total infrastructure management
needs are. Perhaps a flow chart would help here.

Decision: Do you require a vendor that can deliver a hardware solu-
tion and advanced orchestration software capable of automating com-
plex business rules and scripts all under the same roof? If yes, then HP

This is where you should spend most of

your time. If you’re using Cisco UCS,

then you’re also committing to using

the Nexus Fiber Interconnect switch,be-

cause the Layer 3 control protocol be-

tween the Cisco UCS blade chassis and

the Nexus Fiber Interconnect switch is

proprietary.With IBM,for example,Open

Fabric Manager is able to communicate

with a multitude of switching vendors

and technologies.So the key takeaway

as you move from a physical to a virtual

I/O world is to be aware of the limita-

tions and compatibility that your unified

computing solution provides you based

on your existing network and storage

infrastructure.While in pilot,now’s the

time to learn the ins and outs of creat-

ing and destroying various types of vir-

tual I/O interfaces,as well as automating

their provisioning and learning how to

map them during failover scenarios.

Tip4 Test Virtual I/O
Connectivity

Next >>
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and IBM may be the best choice for you.
However, many organizations are

happy with the alerting and fault toler-
ance they get from VMware’s ESX com-
bined with their network management
system of choice. Not every organiza-
tion needs a team of HP or IBM engi-
neers to orchestrate the reconstruction
of the matrix based on a set of events
that happen in real time. In that case,
the hardware and provisioning innova-
tion in the Cisco UCS chassis could be
everything you’ve been waiting for.

Major Players
So perhaps by now you’re envision-

ing a utility computing platform as some sort of monstrosity that re-
sembles a petaflop supercomputer like IBM’s Roadrunner. Don’t worry,
today’s unified computing platforms won’t take up an entire computer
room. In fact, a single rack will do just fine, because part of the value
proposition of unified computing is data center consolidation, not
expansion.

If you stood a standard blade server chassis right next to a unified
computing chassis, you wouldn’t be able to tell the difference. However,
if you walk around and look at the back, you’ll discover right away that
the new name of the game is virtual I/O and massively scalable RAM
support.

Cisco’s the newest utility computing player of the bunch, and of late
they’re also the leading innovator. Several innovations in the Cisco UCS
Blade Server Chassis make it quite interesting from an engineering per-
spective. First, Cisco is the first vendor to offer “stateless server com-
puting.” Loosely translated, that means a Cisco UCS server blade has

Let’s assume you’re the data center man-

ager in charge of a Tudor Perini-like data

center consolidation.Since you’re going

from five data centers to one, it’s safe to

say that traffic patterns will change

within your network.So how will the

consolidation of internal applications

within a single site impact the user expe-

rience? How will it impact network top-

ology? How will it impact the design of

your network at the access,distribution,

and core? These things can be simulated

with the proper tools. It’s imperative to

take the time to analyze the impact of

centralizing resources into a single site.

Tip5
Know The Impact
Of Aggregating
I/O And Apps
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no embedded BIOS or firmware like a conventional server blade does.
So without a UCS chassis, a Cisco server blade can most aptly be de-
scribed as “a thing.”

What’s interesting about Cisco server blades is that the BIOS and
firmware are abstracted from the physical hardware and are managed
as attributes of a “service profile.” In fact, every hardware component of
a traditional server is abstracted and can be described to the UCS man-
ager via an XML file. Here’s why that’s cool: Suppose you have a stan-
dard Web server build that you’ve certified to run on a certain hard-
ware platform.Those hardware characteristics can be packaged into a
template and deployed over and over again almost instantaneously.
Let’s further suppose that your standard Web server build needs two
GigE interfaces and a Fibre Channel HBA for connectivity to a SAN.With
Cisco UCS, all of those hardware resources can be packaged as a service
profile and are deployable as a template at will. Assuming your stor-
age engineer is able to pre-provision a pool of LUNs, you can populate

Next >>
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HP BladeSystem Matrix Pricing
BLADE

HP BL460 G6 blade

E5540 CPU

4-GB DIMM

73-GB HDD

HP Qlogic 2462 4-Gb FC 

Total cost of 8 blades

$12,600

$17,584 

$22,080 

$5,584 

$5,992 

$63,840 

$1,575

$1,099

$230

$349

$749 

8

16

96

16

8

QUANTITY LIST PRICE EXTENDED LIST
(Quantity x List)

CHASSIS

HP C7000 chassis

Power supply units

HP C7000 VCEM  

10-GbE VC Ethernet Flex-10

HP BLc VC 4-Gb Fibre Channel module

Total cost of chassis
Total price

$6,619 

$2,094 

$7,000 

$24,398 

$18,998 

$59,109

$122,949

$6,619

$349 

$7,000 

$12,199 

$9,499 

1

6

1

2

2

Note: Advanced orchestration, provisioning, and system and I/O management software is included and comparable to that offered by Dell
and IBM. System requires an external SAN that’s not reflected in the price.



your service profiles with a pool of WWPNs corresponding to those
LUNs, and they can be automatically attached to newly deployed vir-
tual servers, or can be deployed to an individual UCS server blade if
necessary.

Cisco is just now delivering its second-generation server blade, code
named Ventura. Jointly developed with Intel, Ventura makes use of a
custom ASIC that allows it to address up to 384 GB of RAM on a dual
CPU socket blade. That’s a big deal, because one of the problems with
traditional two-socket Intel Xeon 5500 series blades is that the amount
of addressable RAM is limited to 144 GB.With Cisco’s Extended Memory
Technology, the ASIC essentially maps four DIMM slots into one at full
speed. As a result, each Ventura blade has 48 DIMM slots, compared with
the typical 12 DIMM slots found on standard two-socket blades. With
48 DIMM slots on each Ventura blade, IT has the option of buying
cheaper RAM for its virtual server needs, or it can pile 8-GB sticks into
each slot to maximize the number of VMs per blade. Packing that much
RAM on a blade is a feature unique to Cisco.
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IBM BladeCenter HS22 Pricing
BLADE

BladeCenter HS22 (includes an E5540 CPU) 

2nd E5540 CPU

4-GB DIMM

73-GB HDD

Virtual Fabric Adapter

Total cost of 8 blades

$23,160

$9,400 

$22,560 

$5,744

$5,592 

$66,456 

$2,895

$1,175

$235

$359

$699

8

8

96

16

8

QUANTITY LIST PRICE EXTENDED LIST
(Quantity x List)

CHASSIS

IBM BladeCenter H

Power supply unit (optional)

Chassis Management capability 

BNT virtual fabric 10-Gb switch (1 required, 2 optional)

Total cost of chassis
Total price

$4,725 

$1,099

$22,398 

$28,222

$94,678

$4,725

$1,099

Included 

$11,199

1

1

2

Note: Note: Advanced orchestration, provisioning, and system and I/O management software is included and comparable to that of-
fered by Dell and HP. System requires an external SAN that’s not reflected in the price.



Virtual I/O is also key to Cisco’s UCS offer-
ing, and it’s baked right into the chassis and
Manager software, so no blade slots are taken
to do virtual I/O. Unfortunately, in order to do
virtual I/O on a Cisco UCS chassis, you must
terminate all of that virtual I/O using a Cisco
Nexus Fabric Interconnect Switch, because
the Layer 3 control protocol that encapsulates
the virtual I/O is proprietary. IBM and HP sup-
port multivendor virtual I/O scenarios.

But Cisco’s the new kid on the block, and
HP has been the x86 server market leader for
years. Cisco has made no secret that it thinks
HP is playing a shell game with respect to the
way it decouples vital management software
from the server purchase. But the profit mar-
gins and competition in the commodity
server market are tight, so it stands to reason
that HP puts an emphasis on value-added
management software. Conversely, as a new
entrant to the server market, Cisco now has
the luxury of charging more for a complete
package with unique, albeit proprietary, ca-
pabilities, and of attacking HP for offering
management software a la carte.

What makes Cisco UCS worth considering is its agility with hard-
ware provisioning and its integrated ability to discover and manage
additional UCS boxes at no additional cost. A further value add is the
limited visibility you get into your Cisco switching and routing infra-
structure through the UCS Manager. But UCS has a ways to go to catch
HP, BMC, and CA offerings. UCS can’t manage the actual workload of
each individual virtual server running in your environment. Cisco

If you’re Cisco customer Tutor Perini,one

of the advantages of a distributed data

center is distributed facility risk. But if

you’re collocated with a Tier 1 colo,up-

time and availability are smaller con-

cerns compared with how you’ll handle

disaster recovery within the unified

computing solution itself. You’re much

more likely to see a blade failure than a

UPS explosion at your colo facility. The

disaster recovery options from a server,a

blade,and an I/O perspective are numer-

ous with unified computing solutions.

Take your time and test various scenar-

ios.One benefit of unified computing is

that disaster recovery testing is relatively

easy to do,even remotely,because you

can simply disable various blades

through the management interface and

see what happens.Out-of-band man-

agement further helps minimize your re-

mote management risk,so clearly the

time to shake out all of your disaster re-

covery procedures is before you go live.

Tip6 Test Disaster 
Recovery Plan
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doesn’t offer change management tools, orchestration tools, or tools
that assist with application awareness and health, at least not yet.

On Standby
Oh, and then there’s that company called IBM, you know, the original

big iron computing pioneer. In fact, IBM’s UCS strategy looks a lot like
Cisco’s in that the IBM BladeCenter offers integrated I/O virtualization
through its BladeCenter Open Fabric Manager product. And like UCS,
BladeCenter’s Advanced Management Module provides an impressive
array of hardware provisioning capabilities, including the ability to pre-
provision server addressing info, WWPN for SAN connectivity, and the
like, and automatically deploy those addresses to specific server blades.
What’s also impressive is BladeCenter’s ability to orchestrate a failover
routine that will fire up a standby server blade in the same chassis or a
different one in the event of blade failure.The standby blade automati-
cally inherits all of the characteristics of the failed blade, including port
and I/O mappings.

Last but certainly not least is the Dell/Egenra relationship, which is
positioned to compete with the rest of the pack through tight integra-
tion of Egenra’s Processing Area Network Orchestration (PAN) Manage-
ment software on Dell blade hardware.While Dell has a leg up on Cisco
in terms of the number of installed customers, it has a couple of interest-
ing competitive challenges as the unified computing sector develops.
First, Dell is OEMing Egenra’s technology, with Dell providing Level 1
support and Egenra providing Level 2 and 3 support. With IBM, HP, and
Cisco, you get support under the same roof, and there’s no OEM rela-
tionship to worry about souring. So while Dell is obviously a massive
player in the x86 server market, and Egenra is a proven player in orches-
tration and I/O virtualization, it will be interesting to see how Dell ap-
proaches the changing competitive landscape.

Write to Randy George at rgeorge@nwc.com.
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Remember those green aspirations you had? How you’d do your bit
to save the planet by re-engineering your IT operations for power effi-
ciency? Don’t worry, no one else remembers, either. But the fact remains,
most data centers are still power-sucking cost centers and represent an
opportunity for IT to save the company some cash.

A 2007 Environmental Protection Agency report states that about half
of electrical costs in data centers goes to powering environmentals like
lights, fans, and compressors.That jibes with what Paul Jacobson, princi-
pal of data center consultancy Reliable Resources, is seeing. He says or-
ganizations typically spend between 45% and 55% of annual electrical
expenses on cooling their data centers, making them prime targets for
optimization and cost reduction.

Dean Nelson, senior director of global data center services at eBay, says
organizations built data centers “2N+1”to meet availability goals. “There
wasn’t a focus on the efficiencies of the data center because one second
of downtime was a lot of money,” Nelson says.“If you put in a good, effi-
cient design, you will save money. It’s a no brainer.”

Building an efficient data center starts with collecting data and report-
ing on power and cooling usage on a minute, hourly, or daily basis. Col-
lection of environmental data is still in its infancy, with few standards. In
January, Cisco launched its Energywise partnership program with the
goal of positioning Cisco Catalyst switches as data collection points,
which would forward the data to a repository and control points, and in
turn could turn off the switches via Power Over Ethernet ports. Cisco ini-
tially aimed Energywise at the LAN and not the data center, though a
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goal is to plug into building management systems to control lighting
and air conditioning.

Syracuse University is building a new data center and its IT team will
monitor power usage down to the individual plugs so that it can re-
port on server and application consumption, says CIO Christopher Se-
dore. But he wants to go further. Syracuse makes extensive use of virtu-
alization, and Sedore would like to be able to measure how much
power an application is using whether it’s hosted on a physical or vir-
tual machine.

Sedore says there are few relevant measures of power usage. Syra-
cuse has looked at power usage effectiveness (PUE) and data center
infrastructure efficiency (DCiE), but those measures either weren’t de-
tailed enough or “didn’t tell us anything useful about our power us-
age,” he says.

PUE is a ratio that divides total data center power by the power used for
IT equipment, including servers, switches, SANs, etc. So a PUE of 3.0
means that for every watt of power used for IT equipment, there’s an-
other 2 watts used for non-IT facilities like cooling and lighting.DCiE, the
reciprocal of PUE (IT equipment power divided by total facility power),
shows the percentage of power used for IT. A data center with a PUE of
3.0 has a DCiE of 33%.A data center with a PUE under 2.0 is considered to
be very power efficient.

Like with any number, however, it’s not enough to say a data center is
green or not. Sedore points out some shortcomings of PUE and DCiE,
such as not accounting for reuse of waste heat, or not accounting for
the fact that external power supplies and fans aren’t factored into facil-
ity power, adversely affecting the ratings.

Who’s Got The Power?
One of the conventional wisdoms is that DC power is more efficient

than AC power because DC distribution goes through fewer conver-
sions. A paper from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory shows that
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DC distribution systems are
about 7% more efficient than
“best in class”AC UPSs and 28%
more efficient than AC distribu-
tion systems typically found in
data centers. A task group of
the Green Grid, an IT industry
consortium that’s looking to
standardize on energy efficiency metrics, processes, and technologies,
takes issue with parts of Lawrence Berkeley’s study. The task force ar-
gues that well designed DC and AC systems using current technology
can actually be within 5% to 7% efficiency of each other.

Before you replace your existing power distribution plant, you can do
other, less radical things to reduce power costs. A typical server con-
sumes 60% to 90% of its peak system power even at low utilization, ac-
cording to the EPA. Consolidating low-utilization servers into high-uti-
lized servers will cut power usage.

“Consumption and power costs are going up and it isn’t sustainable,”
notes eBay’s Nelson.“Organizations are looking at efficiencies. Instead of
using 2 megawatts to run a data center, I can drop that to 1.5 megawatts
to do the exact same work. Best practices are bringing down cooling
costs and changing IT loads through virtualization, more efficient hard-
ware, and better power management.”

Based on data from the Department of Energy, the annual electricity
cost to power eight individual servers is between $2,113 and $4,524 in
Arizona and between $2,823 and $6,045 in Alaska.The annual electricity
cost for a chassis with eight similarly sized blades is $1,118 in Arizona
and $3, 985 in Alaska. Blade servers at 100% utilization use about 35%
less power than comparable standalone servers.

That’s significant savings. The list price difference between a chassis
($99,515) and similarly configured eight-rack-mount server ($102,016) is
roughly equivalent. So you’ll start to see savings in year two. Bear in

Next-Generation Data Centers

Sound advice from CIO’s building robust, dynamic, and cost-effective data
centers.This report includes 11 steps to take to achieve superior data center
design, and it highlights how IT organizations can integrate business process-
ing demands into a data center design and why green is good.

Get this at: networkcomputing.com/nextgendc
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See all our reports at analytics.informationweek.com
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mind the savings are cumulative as you add more systems, and there
are other benefits, like easier management.

Turn It Off
Dynamic power management, where servers are turned on and off

based on demand, is a promising field. Many of the technologies used
for cloud computing, like virtualization and orchestration, are designed
to dynamically add application servers to server pools as demand dic-

tates. The goal is better applica-
tion performance, but a side ef-
fect is reduced power usage.

Sedore is examining dynamic
power management for Syracuse
University, but he isn’t sold on the
idea. “We serve a large and de-
manding population,” he says.
“We need to ensure our service-
level agreements are met, first
and foremost. We may be able to
save, for example, $5,000 a year
with power management, but

one downtime event will cost us much more.We will be looking at power
management, but we won't deploy it until it’s rock solid.”

Chill Out
All that server, storage, and networking gear generates heat. Keeping

the equipment cool makes it run more reliable and extends the life of
the components. A number of factors influence data center cooling de-
signs, including computing density, total cooling capacity, data center
floor layout, and where indoor and outdoor components can be located,
notes Jacobson, the Reliable Resources principal. “The decisions for a
dense urban or rural location can be very different,”he says.

Electrical Costs Compared
RACK-MOUNT SERVERS

Idle 

100% utilized

8 RACK-MOUNT SERVERS
Idle 

100% utilized

$565.57 

$755.63

$264.19 

$352.97   

366

489

2,928

3,912

$2,113.50 

$2,823.78 

$4,524.53 

$6,045.07 

CHASSIS W/8 BLADES
Idle 

100% utilized

1,549

2,579

$1,118.11

$1,861.58  

$2,393.61  

$3,985.24  

Watts/hour Annual power costs
(low) $0.0824 per kw/h

Annual power costs
(high) $0.1764 per kw/h

Note: Rack server is dual-core 2.66-GHz server with 16 GB of RAM, a PCI-E card, two
hard drives, and dual redundant power supplies. Blades are dual-core 2.66-GHz server
with 16 GB of RAM, a PCI-E card, two hard drives, and dual redundant power supplies.
Data: Typical pricing from publicly available sources



Many legacy data
centers use a strategy
that Jacobson calls
chaos cooling, where
CRAC units are posi-
tioned at the perimeter
of the room, blowing
cold air under the floor
in the hopes that cold
air will get to the front
of the racks and hot air
will be circulated back
to the exchanger. That
approach may work in
low-density data cen-
ters, but in most cases,
cooling is over-supplied because the cool air mixes with warmer air on
the way to the racks. By the time it arrives, the air temperature could be
20 degrees higher than when it left the supply.That means if you want
to deliver 72 degrees to the rack, the air needs to be chilled to 52. This
approach leads to the all-too-common meat locker effect. If you need to
wear a coat in your data center, you can bet it’s highly inefficient.

Because eBay replaces data center equipment every two years, high
heat sources and low heat sources sit side by side, Nelson says.“I need to
match the cooling with the heat load at any location,” he says. Hot
aisle/cold aisle arrangements are the first step. You can attach doors or
curtains on the hot or cold aisles to contain air flow.Chatsworth Products,
which makes cabinet and enclosure systems for data centers, maintains
that customers have reduced their cooling costs by as much as 20% just
by using inexpensive Plexiglas barriers between hot and cold aisles.

The next step is to bring containment down to the rack level (see graphic,
above). Hot air in the back of a rack can range from 95 to 130 degrees. Di-
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Hot Air Under Control

Chimneys move hot air through ducts from the equipment racks to the AC unit
where it’s cooled and sent back to the racks through a raised floor. Hot air can
be directed through ductwork or into a false ceiling.

Hot air

Cold air

Cold-
water
AC

Data
center
rack

Chimney
closed
system
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recting the heat up to return-air plenums or even to a false ceiling using a
chimney can improve cooling efficiency dramatically. Directing the heat
back to the exchanger can make the chiller three times more efficient,says
Chatsworth,technology marketing manager Ian Seaton.Direct expansion
AC units—those that use refrigerants—don’t offer the same benefit, and
you can damage the AC unit with large temperature differences,so check
with your AC vendor before directing hot air right back to the exchanger.

Since that heat is moved out of the room and back to the chiller, you
can raise the outlet temperature of your AC unit, gaining 1% to 1.5% ef-
ficiency for every 1 degree increase in outlet temperature, because you
no longer have to compensate for hot and cold air mixing from the AC
unit to the rack.

An alternative to centralized air conditioning is in-row cooling or even
in-rack cooling products, of-
fered by vendors such as
APC, IBM, and Liebert. This
strategy is known as “close
coupling” because the cool-

ing equipment is close to the source of the heat and can respond to heat
demands in a more targeted fashion. These cooling units, similar to full-
room AC systems,use either chilled water or direct expansion.Consultant
Jacobson says close coupled cooling can be more efficient because each
unit is moving less air, the fans can be better quality (more efficient), and
hot spots don’t affect neighboring equipment.

Free, As In Air
Depending on where your data center is located,you may be able to use

free air to cool your data center for part of its operating cycle.Air-side econ-
omizers take cold air from outside and deliver it to your air distribution
system.The air-side economizer and your existing AC units work together
to maintain the data center temperature.When the outside air is too hot,
the gates are closed and the internal AC units kick in; when the tempera-

Syracuse University’s Sedore is considering
dynamic power management but won’t deploy
it “until it’s rock solid.”  
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ture drops, the AC
units turn off and cool
air is pumped in while
hot air is pumped out.

There are, of course,
a number of consid-
erations to take into
account before you
adopt this approach.
First and foremost,
how much of the
year, on average, does the outside temperature and humidity allow you
to deliver outside air to your equipment? A data center runs 24x7x365,
which works out to 8,760 hours. In many climates, nighttime tempera-
tures and fall, winter, and spring daytime temperatures dip low enough
to make free-air cooling possible.Second,you must factor in your cooling
strategy. If you use in-row or in-rack cooling, air-side economizers proba-
bly aren’t going to be a fit because you’d have to build an entirely new
cooling distribution system in tandem with your in-row cooling and then
coordinate each chiller with your economizers. Finally, you must deter-
mine whether you have the space for the air-side economizer equipment
and can run the inlet and exhaust systems through your building.

Environments with a lot of dust and other particulate matter may also
not be candidates.“You have to consider the outside air quality because
outside air requires filtration, but filter frames leak,” Jacobson cautions.
For example, if air-side economizers bring in 100 times more fresh air
than normal to cool a data center, then you’re getting 100 times more
unfiltered air through leakage around the filter, he says.That particulate
matter can clog server electronics cooling fins, making them less effi-
cient, so pay particular attention to filter maintenance and replacement.

Write to Mike Fratto at mfratto@techweb.com

Geographic Pricing Variation

Data: Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration
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While there’s no doubt that virtualization has changed the way
data centers are managed, bare metal configuration of systems can
still take a lot of time. And in some highly dynamic environments,
moves, adds, and changes account for a substantial portion of data
center management costs.While Cisco has been beating the drum
loudly for a different kind of server, it appears that Liquid Comput-
ing may have stolen the beat with its LiquidIQ system.

Early adopters report pretty astounding results,such as cutting op-
erations staff by 50% while reducing environment build times by
90%, without substantial impact on capital costs.That’s what a large
Redmond-based hosted-partner data center is claiming, thanks to a
new LiquidIQ rig. Moving from traditional rack-based hardware to a
data-center-in-a-box model has radically cut setup and reconfigura-
tion time for the company’s sales partner environments,reducing the
need for high-priced network and server operations staff. The main
benefits from such a unified computing system won’t be as dramatic
for shops with stable environments, static infrastructure, or constant
production loads. But as fewer of us have those 20th century luxu-
ries, all-in-one offerings like Liquid’s are an attractive alternative.

Liquid Computing was formed by ex-Nortel talent with a wealth of
communications and mainframe experience, and it shows. Liquid IQ is
the company’s blade-based,“converged” system comprising up to 20
compute modules,storage,and switching in a forklift-delivered chassis,

A True Data Center
In A Box

LiquidIQ

Early adopters say
this virtual server 

has cut the time
required for setup

and reconfiguration,
and let them cut back

on high-priced staff

         



tied together with a set of management software.The sys-
tem stretches the metaphor of virtualization to the hard-
ware layer;administrators can rapidly deploy or reconfig-
ure “logical servers” to blades as business requirements
dictate,while network modifications to the switching fab-
ric or logical servers can be made to running environ-
ments.The platform can support a wide variety of bare-
metal configurations,from Red Hat and Oracle Enterprise
Linux to 64-bit Windows 2K8 to VMware’s vSphere. Liq-
uidIQ falls under the emerging umbrella of centrally man-
aged,complex systems with integrated computing,stor-
age, and network environments. Hewlett-Packard and
Cisco are among the other vendors in this market.

Liquid’s gear is well positioned to provide flexible
virtualized hardware for large-scale, complex, highly
volatile (in the revenue-generating sense) environ-
ments—say, a vendor hosting site or a travel industry
clearinghouse with dozens of partner-site front ends.
Or how about any shop looking to run an internal or
external cloud where customer demands necessitate
the rapid setup and tear-down of physical servers? 

LiquidIQ takes blade computing up a notch, allow-
ing processors, memory, and centralized storage to be
quickly allocated as required. Network settings can be
modified on the fly; NICs and resources can be as-
signed to running logical servers, the internal switch-
ing fabric has up to 85 Gpbs available for data and
SAN traffic. Processors and memory can’t be reallocated to running
systems as needs arise, but a server can be quickly locked, placed in
stasis, taken offline, moved to a compute module blade with a more
robust set of resources within the same chassis, and restarted in the
time it takes to reboot a server. In a large installation, logical servers
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CLAIM Liquid Computing’s

LiquidIQ virtualizes compute,

networking, and storage re-

sources in a fully configured rack

system. It’s a data center in a box

that only needs power and a net-

work connection to get started,

and it makes provisioning and re-

provisioning a snap with a well

designed management GUI.

CONTEXT As Cisco,HP,and IBM

push toward more flexible and con-

figurable servers and storage,Liq-

uid delivers a self-contained system

with simplified management and

configuration.It’s aimed at green-

field environments where new

management apps are acceptable.

CREDIBILITY Liquid delivers

on its promise of an automated

data center in a box, allocating

resources as needed by connect-

ing them together like building

blocks. Resources can also be al-

located on running systems.

the upshot

By Joe Hernick
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can be moved from one LiquidIQ chassis to another. Organizations
can run a mix of bare metal instances and hypervisor hosts.

LiquidIQ abstracts server resources from a flexible hardware pool.Ad-
ministrators can provision a logical server from available compute
modules—physical blades with up to four quad-processor CPUs and 64
GB of memory, along with storage and network resources housed in
one or more LiquidIQ chassis.Once everything has been selected using
the GUI management console or command line interface, the server
can be built as a traditional bare metal server with control of the blade
and its resources,or as a virtualization host running guests as needed.

The entry-level Liquid IQ chassis starts in the low six figures,delivering
10 dual-socket, dual-core blades with a base 32 GB of memory each,
two redundant switch and management modules, a single AC or DC
connection, and 6 terabytes of storage from NetApp, all in a full-height
chassis. Liquid includes management software and a year of support,
as well as setup,installation,training,and shipping and handling.A part-
ner site interviewed for this report is running 600 Hyper-V instances on

Virtual Data Centers Square Off

Blades 10 dual-socket, dual-core blades, 10 dual-socket, dual-core HP BL680c  
32 GB of RAM G5 blades, 32 GB of RAM

Switches 2 switch modules Cisco Catalyst 3120 X

Management 2 management modules 2 HP Onboard Administrators

Chassis Chassis HP c7000 enclosure with DC module

Management LiquidView Management Suite: Management software licenses 
software provisioning, cloning, monitoring, included: HP iLO, HP Insight Recovery,

failover HP Insight Dynamics VSE, HP Insight
Orchestration

Storage 6-TB NetApp SAN None included

List price $170,000 $165,000
Data: Vendors

Liquid Computing IQ HP BladeSystem Matrix



a 16-blade quad processor,quad-core LiquidIQ box.When LiquidIQ was
compared with Sun gear, the price was comparable across both ven-
dors until networking gear and management software were added in.
The cost of a turnkey LiquidIQ system was the same as base Sunfire gear.

We had access to a LiquidIQ chassis for this review.After a brief tour,
a spin around the planning guide and basic instructions had us up
and running.Liquid pre-configures all systems for clients with varying
degrees of customization,from base OS builds to tailored gold masters
incorporating site-specific specs. Liquid’s engineers work with clients
to size and configure the chassis before it’s shipped, then spend time
on site to ensure integration.The standard package includes pre-build
and post-build customization to incorporate client network parame-
ters,porting physical servers to logical servers,and migrating VMs onto
hypervisors running on logical servers within the LiquidIQ system.

We began with the “manage logical servers” option in the GUI and
within minutes had provisioned a new bare metal server,cloned from
a W2K8 R2 master. We connected to the new server instance and
started tinkering. Jumping to the command line interface, we
checked out the config and began editing network settings to config-
ure switch port and VLAN details, install a NIC on a logical server, and
assign its IP address. Eight lines of commands, and our server had a
new configured network card mapped to a new VLAN in the switch-
ing fabric. The config checkout process was disarmingly simple. We
authenticated to the management interface, signed out the config
file for the entire LiquidIQ chassis,made our modifications,and signed
it back in.That’s it; the simplicity of the system is commendable, the
potential power residing in the hands of administrators is frightening.

The straightforward and comprehensive approach to environmental
control bodes well for disaster recovery. The configuration for every
switch,VLAN,and NIC in the system is maintained in a single file.All net-
work settings can be fully restored with the redeployment of a single file,
and the ability to roll back to previous configurations can quickly re-
solve an errant edit.
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Logical server wizards let admins dynamically create server instances
as needed.LiquidIQ’s ease of use is similar to that of vSphere or XenEn-
terprise,and we had to keep reminding ourselves that we were creating
and tearing down physical system resources—entire physical servers—
and not VMs.While creation of bare metal servers and hypervisor hosts
was clear cut,customers still must rely on enterprise management tools
for the care and feeding of live servers and VMs.Liquid’s management
tools are ideal for working with master images, cloning instances, and
provisioning servers—at which point administrators will turn to tradi-
tional management toolsets.We’d like to see more integration.

Customers who opt for the bundled NetApp SAN benefit from Liq-
uid’s partnership with NetApp.While any iSCSI storage solution can be
integrated with a LiquidIQ chassis, the management GUI incorporates
storage options, provisioning iSCSI boot parameters, creating volume
and LUN,and mapping required storage for new servers as part of the
build workflow when paired with NetApp arrays.A site making its first
move to SAN storage in parallel with a LiquidIQ implementation will
likely opt for the integrated NetApp storage. Organizations with
broader storage requirements or those running existing SAN gear from
other vendors will look at the benefits of the NetApp system.

The flexibility of Liquid’s architecture allows for the creation or re-
allocation of network resources on the fly. A chassis can hold up to
20 compute modules, with each capable of two gigE ports and four
10-gigabit Ethernet ports. The chassis fabric bandwidth is scalable
up to 84 Gbps, and a chassis can max out at 24 gigE and 18 10-Gb
external interfaces.

That fully loaded 20-module system comes stocked with 20 quad-
socket, quad-core blades sporting the maximum of 64 GB of mem-
ory each, six redundant switch modules, two management mod-
ules, and 90 TB of NetApp storage for a cool $1.8 million.

Write to Joe Hernick at jhernick@nwc.com.
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Prism Microsystems’ EventTracker is an entry-level to mid-range
security incident and event management (SIEM) product that has
lacked features such as integration with vulnerability assessment,
configuration management, and identity and access management
products. To combat its shortcomings, EventTracker has staked a
claim to the niche virtualization event management market by inte-
grating with VMware’s hypervisor API. That’s an area that industry
leaders, such as ArcSight, Q1 Labs, and RSA, have yet to break into.

Prism Microsystems will release an impressive update before the year’s
end that will make up for some of its historical shortcomings. Event-
Tracker 6.4 includes support for the Microsoft Hyper V and VMware hy-
pervisors at the platform and virtualized guest level. It also adds sup-
port for physical hardware monitoring and reporting using the Dell
OpenManage systems management application and enhanced enter-
prise activity monitoring by user,system,process,and IP address.

Server virtualization is one of the most complex operational
projects most large organizations are undertaking. Unfortu-
nately for those involved in the monitoring of these servers, tra-
ditional techniques don’t work. Although it might be easy to
discern if one or two virtual machines are created based on
the logs of the host platform, it becomes increasingly diffi-
cult to track the provisioning of hundreds or thousands of
virtual machines across a data center. The dynamic nature
of virtualized systems makes it extremely difficult to keep

Prism Adds Much-Needed
Monitoring

EventTracker 6.4

The latest version 
of Prism’s security
incident and event
management
offering gets
enterprise activity
and virtualization
monitoring

By Andrew Hay
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tabs on what’s deployed, when it was deployed, and by whom.
EventTracker 6.4 can monitor all three levels of a virtualized deploy-

ment: host hardware, hypervisor, and virtualized guest. By interfacing
with VMware,using the VMware API and Microsoft Hyper V application
logs,this version of EventTracker monitors how virtualization platforms
are used.Host and guest configuration changes are recorded,as are rel-
evant status and error messages.They’re tied to specific users, the ma-
chines they used,and their IP addresses.These logs can assist with secu-
rity monitoring and auditing of virtualized systems and host platforms.

VMware and Microsoft Hyper V logs are displayed separately,showing
product-specific details for each.VMware shows details such as resource
usage alarm,user authentication,and permission rule change;Microsoft
Hyper V contains product-specific categories such as Hyper V Hypervisor
and Hyper V High Availability. Both groups list things such as host and
guest configuration changes,status changes,and provisioning.

There’s no pre-configured, all-encompassing virtualization group,
so you can’t report on similar events such as hypervisor logons out of
the box. If you only have one virtualization technology, this may not
be a deal breaker.However, if you’re using multiple virtualization tech-
nologies,you’ll have to look in several places to get the full picture.For
example, a log that details the creation of a virtualized server should
be represented within EventTracker as a single group for all hypervi-
sors.A single event group would make for a much more user-friendly
experience when building correlation rules for user created alerts,
but you’ll have to build them yourself.The last thing you want to do
when building correlation rules is to have to add tens or hundreds of
different event types that might match the data you’re looking for.

Eye On Hardware
EventTracker 6.4 also adds support for monitoring physical hardware
by interfacing with Dell OpenManage.A multitude of hardware-related
events, such as disk errors, power supply messages, and temperature
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levels,are tracked.This is a catch-up item that most of the
major players, including Q1 Labs, netForensics, and Arc-
Sight, have had for some time. Prism says that it’s work-
ing on providing support for other hardware monitoring
vendors,such as Hewlett-Packard,in future releases.Com-
bining the logs from Dell OpenManage and your virtual-
ization platform,be it VMware or Microsoft Hyper V,could
act as an early warning system to a potential catastrophic
loss of a virtualized server and its hosted virtualized sys-
tems. Alerts could be created that inform administrators
of impending hardware or software issues.

EventTracker’s enhanced enterprise activity monitor-
ing capabilities include a configurable self-learning
mechanism that lets it learn your environment’s net-
work traffic and system usage patterns. Based on this
analysis, it can then identify new or unusual activity by
users, systems, event ID, processes, and IP addresses.

This release also includes catch-up functionality
such as per-item activity monitoring. Prism needed
this functionality to remain competitive.

I haven’t seen other vendors implement the ability to
monitor activity by running process with much success.
EventTracker 6.4 excels at this. It uses behavior analysis to alert you to
the presence of any new process in your environment.This lets it de-
tect the installation of inappropriate software, enhancing your inci-
dent response team’s ability to identify compromised machines.This
enhanced enterprise activity monitoring plus virtualization monitor-
ing at the host and guest level rounds out EventTracker 6.4 and may
give Prism an early foothold in the virtualization SIEM market.

Andrew Hay is a Canadian security professional who writes and speaks on privacy, forensics,
incident handling, and network security management.Write to us at ahay@nwc.com.

CLAIM The newest version of

Prism’s EventTracker can collect,

analyze, and report on events in a

complex and dynamic data center

setting.The ability to monitor

server hardware, hypervisors, and

OSes provides a complete picture.

CONTEXT Prism is catching up

with competitors on hardware

monitoring,and EventTracker’s

process event analysis is second to

none.While the virtualization mon-

itoring is tightly integrated,we’d

like to see more thorough hypervi-

sor event grouping out of the box.

CREDIBILITY Prism’s newest en-

hancements are good additions for

people integrating virtualization

into their data centers.We asked

about hypervisor event grouping,

and Prism says there’s no customer

demand—seems shortsighted.

the upshot
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In virtualization circles, consolidation ratios have become the stuff
of bragging rights. A year ago, if you bought a top-of-the-line server
and loaded it with memory and connectivity, you might have been
able to consolidate 30 or more physical servers onto one tricked-
out machine. According to Moore’s law, what was last year’s tricked-
out server should now be mainstream technology. Does that mean
everyone should shoot for consolidation ratios of 30 or more? No,
and here’s why.

To consolidate at such high ratios, most of us would choose the
newest four-socket systems. While quite powerful, these servers
generally cost more than double their two-socket counterparts.
Choosing between the two-socket or four-socket host server is a
critical decision for consolidating at modest to very high ratios.The
two-socket system can be quite powerful in today’s configuration.
AMD’s and Intel’s current systems are built with virtualization aware-
ness, and the performance shows.

What Moore’s law does for processor performance, it also does
for memory capacity and cost. A few years ago the cost to get
server memory north of 64 GB was substantial. Today, 64, 96, and
128 GB are quite affordable. As a result, more, smaller hosts can be
provisioned with a lot of memory without breaking the bank.That
argues for deploying more two-socket systems with lots of mem-
ory in them and not relying on techniques like overcommitted
memory.

Whatever your consolidation ratio, the physical server is now a
highly critical system and had better be highly available. Virtual-
ization implementations primarily employ one of two high-avail-
ability technologies to protect workloads: host-based or virtual

Right-Size Your Virtual Platform 

Two-socket servers
offer a great, low-
cost consolidation

platform. This is yet
another case that

proves bigger isn’t
necessarily better.
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machine-based with Microsoft Hyper-V and VMware’s Fault Toler-
ance. For host-based schemes such as VMware’s HA feature,
there’s a reserved inventory of host memory and compute re-
sources known as admission control. This capacity is set aside to
handle a host failure by reserving one host’s equivalent resources
in the existing cluster. VMware doesn’t just set aside an idle host,
but rather distributes enough headroom across hosts in the clus-
ter to accommodate the entire workload should one of the other
servers keel over.

The VMware HA feature is licensed, so there’s an associated cost for
protecting each host. If you have more modest consolidation ratios
with relatively smaller host systems, the host inventory of memory
reserved with admission control goes down and saves on licensing
costs. To look at it a different way, would you rather HA consumed
four CPU licenses or just two?

Then there’s the I/O load. Every virtualization environment will
eventually come across a few high-performance workloads that will
push the storage I/O capabilities. By provisioning less VMs per
server, we reduce the risk of network contention and allow more
flexibility in where workloads reside.

Here’s the bottom line: As virtualization technology matures and
servers continue to pack more memory and processing power, what
once required high-end systems can now be done with commodity
servers. Using two-socket servers loaded with memory offers a
great, low-cost consolidation platform and provides flexibility for
addressing VMs with both high I/O and high-availability needs.This
is yet another case that proves bigger isn’t necessarily better.

Rick Vanover (VCP, MCITP, MCSA) is an IT infrastructure manager at Alliance Data. He
has years of IT experience and currently focuses on virtualization, Windows-based
server administration, and system hardware.Write to us at comments@nwc.com.
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